
28-09-2020

Misc. Crl. (bail) Case No. 27912020

Seen the petition filed U/s.439 of Cr.P.C. seeking bail for

accused Sri Dipak Soren who was arrested and detained in Tezpur jail Hazot

since 04.08.2020 in connection with S.R. Case No. 0212020-21 u/s 9,27,29,

3L,32,38V(2) and 52, R/W sec /(LZA, L6,22,23,24-A,26,35) and punishable

u/s 51(1C) of the Wildlife :{Protection) Act, L972 ( Amendment upto date)'

Progress report as well as the case record, as called for, has

been received and perused the same. Also heard ld. Counsel for both the sides

through video conferencing.

It appears from the progress report that investigation is still

continuing and the detail offence report shall be submitted in due course.

The brief fact of the case is that on 4-8-20 staff of Kalamati

Range, Head Quarter were on patrolling duty inside Sonai Rupai Wildlife

Sanctuary and Satellite Core of Nameri Tiger Reserve. Suddenly the team saw

two miscreants near a nala. The miscreants tried to flee away but one of them

was apprehended and the other managed to escape. The apprehended

miscreant was interrogated and he had confessed that he illegally entered the

wildlife sanctuary with weapon for poaching. One long knife with wooden case,

one torch, one match box, 1 kg rice, 250 gm onion, 250 gm potato and other

items were seized from the possession of the accused. Progress repoft fufther

shows that the investigation is still progressing and co-accused persons might

be arrested during investigation. I am, therefore, of the view that grant of bail

to the accused at this stage is likely to adversely affect the investigation of the

case.

Consequently, the prayer for bail for the aforesaid accused

stands rejected at this stage.

Let the relevant case record be returned back.

Misc. case stands accordingly disposed of.

(N. Akhtar)
Additional Sessions Judge

Sonitpur, Tezpur


